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NEWCITY PRESENTS: A monstrously fun COLORING adventure



And they’re more dangerous than ever. Just when 
you thought your digital realm was peaceful, 
someone suggests a small redesign - just a quick 
refresh (no big deal). Now the monsters of 
web design are rampaging once again. They’re 
here to destroy everything you’ve worked so 
hard for. It’s time to fight back!

Digital heroes walk among us, 
ready to take a stand and protect 
the sanctity of the digital realm. 
These digital defenders work 
as a team, combining their powers 
to defeat even the biggest, 
gnarliest monsters.

How do you find them? Just look 
around you. And maybe dust off 
your own cape. You’re going to 
need it!

THEY’RE 
BACk!

who will save the city?



The first wave of monsters 
attacks! Cthulh-url spreads 
digital ooze across every 
content channel. Meanwhile, 
Design by committee lays 
waste to good taste and 
style in every direction. 

But they’re no match for 
brand commander’s 
keen eye for trouble, quick 
strategic decision making,  
and power to bring beautiful 
order to identity chaos.

With a 30,000-foot  
perspective and a sharp  
eye, Brand Commander can 
see the big picture and envision 
solutions to any challenge, 
no matter how monstrous. Her 
fabulous design staff guides style 
while her dazzling wings help 
creativity and beauty take flight.



Enter Meowstro, an expert cat herder. a cunning 
and strategic musical magician, he manages all of the 
moving pieces of any project or challenge - masterfully 
conducting mobs of angry stakeholders to achieve 
purrrRfect harmony.

With just a touch of feline precognition, his whiskers 
twitch at the merest hint of trouble, and with a deft 
wave of his wand, he can bring even the most fearsome 
monsters into sync.

Just when things seem to be 
going well, swoop ‘n’ poop 
drops a devastating load on 
your well-laid plans while 
sssssssssscope creep slithers 
onto the scene, demanding ever-
expanding functionalities and 
crushing realistic timelines with 
its massive scale(s). 
We need a hero who can manage 
these villains before they really 
get out of control!

Under meowstro’s firm command, ssssscope creep is 
stopped in his tracks and swoop ‘n’ poop is grounded. A 
powerful ally to brand commander, the two bring the 
many heads of design by committee into alignment.



Oh no! Now 3-clicks is 
destroying the user experience, 
littering the landscape with the 
rubble of excessive navigation and 
mindless, unfounded architecture. 
His narrowly focused beam blasts 
away at perfectly laid out user 
paths and scrambles the content 
into a disorganized mess. 

An intrepid explorer, Dr. Emma Path has travelled 
many miles in her well-worn boots. in her journeys, 
she’s learned to communicate 
with indigenous audiences 
throughout many digital 
realms and has uncovered 
their tasks and rituals. She 
always carries her trusty bag 
filled with tools needed for 
testing and recording, and her 
compass points the true way 
forward. With a clear vision for 
a better future, she fearlessly 
scales mountains of data, 
prototyping the best way to  
navigate The digital Landscape.

3-clicks’ systematic erosion of experience is thwarted 
by the innovative tools and miles of data Dr. Path has 
collected.



It takes the whole team to bring peace back to the digital 
realm. With a clean slate, open sorcerer creates a 
system to rebuild the city. Brand commander guides the 
vision, Dr. emma path draws up strategic blueprints, and 
Meowstro orchestrates all the pieces into a masterful 
web-symphony.

With a new system and forward-thinking guidelines in 
place, the city is safe for now. But don’t let your guard 
down. Without vigilant heroes like you, the monsters can 
creep right back in!

With the monsters 
gone, the heroes 
begin to clean out the 
city, Only to uncover 
a horde of grisly, 
forgotten pages 
lurking in the dark 
alleys! Quick to act, 
The Defenders combine 
forces to drive out 
content rot - 
hopefully for good.

THE End
(for now...)

Open Sorcerer  
steps in and  
weaves electric  
impulses that  
transmute the monsters into 
bugs, which he quickly squashes 
under his stylish boot. 

He summons a security shield to 
protect the realm from further 
harm.

open sorcerer’s power lies in his ability to branch, 
iterating himself again and again until he morphs into the 
ideal form to obliterate his foes. He commands legions 
of 1’s and 0’s and harnesses the collective genius of 
thousands, wielding vast cyber powers to break down 
barriers to accessibility. 



insidenewcity.com/heroes


